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Five-people team procedure

• Material selection

• Two draft

• Integrating two draft + revisions

• Teaching

• Reflection 

My text was selected for this lesson and I was one of the teachers who wrote the first draft.

Great experience to see how the text and lesson were improved and taught to students! 



Material Selection

• Why “3R (Reuse, Reduce, & Recycle) Sampah”?

1. Level appropriate (intermediate to advanced low) – contain context that support 
understanding, yet give a bit of challenge (i+1);

2. This text is written by and for Indonesian (authentic);  

3. This text can be used over time (not dated, general use);

4. This text relates to students’ life in US (familiarity);

5. Green life is on the rise in Indonesia (planting trees, bike to work, recycling, veganism, etc.)

I was curios, if I search the word “daur ulang” (recycle) how would Google responds? 

Turned out 3R is more famous than the Indonesian word!



Reason #1 … context that support understanding, yet give a bit of challenge (i+1)

current students’  level

our text, partly inter.



Lesson Objectives



Pre-reading activity

Purpose:

• Creating a purpose (talk about the title)

• Activating background knowledge (relate to their life)

• Anticipating new information: prediction and 

introduction of key vocabulary (focus on what they are 

about to read)

the clip



Video: focus on eliciting key words 



Reflection on pre-reading activity

• First week of the semester after two months off from 

Indonesian class: longer time in pre-reading for warming-

up.

• Great elicitation: students mentioned key words using the 

right question: 

botol (bottle), sampah (trash), kaleng (can), kantong kertas

(paper bag), tempat sampah (trash bin), gunakan lagi

(reuse), olah lagi (recycle)



During reading activity

Purpose:

• Focus on GLOBAL ideas (mapping and categorizing)

• Language focus (locating new words in context, locating 

new expressions in context, identifying grammatical 

feature in context)
the clip



Video: focus on producing string of sentences



Reflection on during reading activity -

grammar

• With continuous help from the instructor, students are 

able to understand grammar points from the text and 

produce string of sentences.

• The grammar section can be strengthen when students are 

encouraged to use it again in the post activity. 



Points to learn from

• Teacher’s report indicates that 2 X 50 minutes was not 
enough. Post-activity is missing in this video. 

• Observer’s report indicates that:

• students tended to communicate with the instructor first 
more so than between themselves. 

• the instructor had a good control over the target language 
use, but the students often responded in their language. 

• the students seemed to understand the main ideas of the 
reading but were not very comfortable with a high level of 
ambiguity. They relied on the instructor’s explanation of the 
words they forgot or that were new to them. 



Points of success

• The instructor was very capable of delivering each step 
throughout the covered materials.

• The instructor controlled her language input to the 
students very well, consistently providing information or 
clues in Indonesian.

• The instructor was very patient and dignified in managing 
the class dynamic, creating a very positive learning 
environment that encouraged the students to interact well 
with the materials

• The ambiance of the learning seemed to be relaxed and 
enjoyable for the students.


